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1.  INTRODUCTION

Stochastic weather generators are computer mod-
els usually used to generate time series of climate
variables with an arbitrary length for a specific loca-
tion. By interpolating parameters from adjacent
gauged stations, weather generators can be used to
generate climate time series for ungauged locations

(Baffault et al. 1996, Semenov & Brooks 1999, Wilks
2008). Over the last 2 decades, the most promising
implementation of stochastic weather generators has
been their use as downscaling tools for climate
change impact studies, which is achieved by perturb-
ing the weather generator parameters according to
relative changes projected by global and regional cli-
mate models (e.g. Semenov & Barrow 1997, Wilks
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1992, 1999a, Pruski & Nearing 2002, Zhang et al.
2004, Qian et al. 2005, 2010, Zhang 2005, Zhang &
Liu 2005, Kilsby et al. 2007, Chen et al. 2012a). One
advantage of using a stochastic weather generator
relative to other statistical downscaling methods is
that an ensemble of climate time series can be pro-
duced, thus permitting risk analysis of climate events
and climate change impacts. Accordingly, several
stochastic weather generators have been developed
in the last few decades, such as Weather Generator
(Richardson 1981, Richardson & Wright 1984),
USCLIMATE (Hanson et al. 1994), CLImate GENera-
tor (CLIGEN) (Nicks & Gander 1994), Climate Gener-
ator (ClimGen) (Stöckle et al. 1999), Long Ashton
Research Station-Weather Generator (LARS-WG)
(Semenov & Barrow 2002), and Weather generator of
the École de Technologie Supérieure (WeaGETS)
(Chen et al. 2012b). The stochastic component of a
weather generator was also used by the statistical
downscaling model for climate change impact stud-
ies (Wilby et al. 2002).

The generation of precipitation is one the most
important components for a stochastic weather gen-
erator. Precipitation is usually generated using a 2-
part model, one for generating precipitation occur-
rence and the other for generating precipitation
amount. Given the occurrence of a wet day, a num-
ber of models have been proposed to generate daily
precipitation amounts. Probability (parametric) dis-
tributions are the type most widely used to generate
daily precipitation amounts. They usually include
single distributions, such as the exponential (EXP)
(Todorovic & Woolhiser 1975, Woolhiser & Roldán
1982), gamma (GAM) (Ison et al. 1971, Richardson &
Wright 1984) and skewed normal (SN) (Nicks & Gan-
der 1994) distributions, and compound distributions,
such as the mixed exponential distribution (MEXP)
(Woolhiser & Roldán 1982, Wilks 1999b). Alterna-
tively, daily precipitation is also generated using
semi-empirical (semi-parametric) (Semenov & Bar-
row 2002) and nonparametric distributions (Mehrotra
& Sharma 2007a,b). A review of each model for gen-
erating daily precipitation will be presented in the
second section.

The performance of a stochastic weather generator
in producing daily precipitation amounts is generally
dependent on a model’s complexity. For example,
Wilks (1999b) compared a 2-parameter GAM distri-
bution with a 3-parameter MEXP distribution in gen-
erating daily precipitation over 30 stations dispersed
across the United States. The results indicated that
the 3-parameter MEXP distribution was better the 2-
parameter GAM distribution for all stations with

respect to preserving the inter-annual variability and
representing extreme events. Given the number of
precipitation models, it is necessary to compare their
performance in various climate conditions. Even
though a large number of the studies involved com-
paring the performance of different precipitation
models, they either only covered a part of the global
climate or compared a limited number of precipita-
tion models, or both. Summarizing these results to
provide a general recommendation for the use of
these models for different purposes is a worthwhile
endeavor. The present paper first reviews the previ-
ous work involved in generating daily precipitation
amounts. Eight models with different levels of com-
plexity are then compared with respect to reproduc-
ing the main characteristics of precipitation, includ-
ing mean, standard deviation, overall distribution
and extreme. The 8 models can be classified into
parametric probability distributions (7 models) and a
nonparametric distribution (1 model). The 7 paramet-
ric distributions can further be classified into 4 single
distributions and 3 compound distributions. For the
compound distribution, one probability distribution is
used to simulate the bulk of precipitation distribu-
tion, and the other is used to simulate the upper tail.
A total of 35 stations across the world with annual
precipitation ranging between 65 and 3400 mm were
selected to compare the performance of these
 models.

2.  REVIEW OF PRECIPITATION MODELS

The generation of daily precipitation amounts is
one of the main objectives of a stochastic weather
generator. The most prominent statistical character-
istic of daily precipitation amounts is that their prob-
ability distribution is strongly skewed to the right. In
other words, very small daily precipitation happens
very frequently, while heavy daily precipitation is
relatively rare. However, it is heavy precipitation that
has tremendous effects on agriculture, hydrology
and soil erosion. For example, soil erosion on the
Loess Plateau of China (one of the most severely
eroded regions in the world) is usually at tri butable to
a few heavy precipitation events each year (Zhou &
Wang 1992). The simulation of heavy precipitation
occurrence and magnitude is thus of great impor-
tance for a precipitation generator. However, most of
the parametric distribution-based models, such as
the most widely used EXP and GAM distributions,
are usually less useful to represent heavy precipita-
tion. Table S1 in the Supplement (at www. int-res.
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com/ articles/ suppl/  c059 p189_ supp. pdf) lists 47 stud-
ies involved in generating daily precipitation
amounts for a large range of climate conditions.
Although the references presented are not exhaus-
tive, they are able to provide useful information
about the typically used precipitation models. Gener-
ally speaking, these precipitation models can be clas-
sified into 2 categories: parametric distributions and
nonparametric distributions. The parametric distri-
butions can be further classified into single distribu-
tions and compound distributions. For the single dis-
tribution approach, only 1 probability distribution is
used to simulate the entire range of daily preci -
pitation amounts. The EXP, Kappa, GAM, Weibull
(WBL), SN and transformed truncated normal distri-
butions are the most commonly used single distribu-
tions found in the literature. The lognormal distribu-
tion was also used in a few studies. In particular,
1-parameter EXP and 2-parameter GAM are the dis-
tributions used most broadly, and they are able to re -
produce the mean precipitation characteristic. How-
ever, they were both found to underestimate the
upper tail of daily precipitation distribution, espe-
cially for extreme precipitation events over several
decades (Buishand 1978, Guttorp 1995, Racsko et al.
1991, Semenov & Porter 1995) as these distributions
are not heavy-tailed. Moreover, single distribution-
based weather generators usually considerably
underestimate the inter-annual variability of precipi-
tation (Buishand 1978, Johnson et al. 1996, Wilks
1989, 1999b, Gregory et al. 1993, Katz & Parlange
1993, 1998, Hansen & Mavromatis 2001, Zhang &
Garbrecht 2003, Chen et al. 2009). This is an inherent
characteristic of stochastic models since there is no
accounting for the low-frequency component of cli-
mate variability. The simple stationarity models
(whose statistics do not change from month to month
and from year to year) cannot fully reproduce the
variability of a nonstationarity climate (Zhang & Gar-
brecht 2003, Chen et al. 2009). Therefore, it is neces-
sary to introduce some degree of nonstationarity into
these models. Several studies have worked on cor-
recting the low-frequency variability for precipita-
tion (Grondona et al. 2000, Hansen & Mavromatis
2001, Dubrovsky et al. 2004, Wang & Nathan 2007,
Chen et al. 2010). The spectral correction method
proposed by Chen et al. (2010, 2011) is arguably the
best method available for dealing with the low-
 frequency problem. This spectral correction method
was incorporated into WeaGETS to correct the
monthly and inter-annual variability for precipitation
and temperature (Chen et al. 2012b). To our knowl-
edge, this is the first publicly available weather gen-

erator that includes a component to deal with the
low-frequency problem.

The 2-parameter WBL distribution has also been
used to simulate daily precipitation amounts; for
example, it has been incorporated into a stochastic
weather generator in ClimGen. It was able to repro-
duce the mean characteristics of observed precipita-
tion but underestimated the number of extreme rain-
fall events (Safeeq & Fares 2011) because the
2-parameter WBL distribution is also not heavy-
tailed. The 3-parameter SN distribution was incorpo-
rated into CLIGEN to simulate daily precipitation
amounts. CLIGEN has been widely assessed and
used for climate change impact studies across the
United States, Canada, Australia and China. It has
generally performed better than the EXP and GAM
distributions at representing heavy precipitation and
inter-annual variability (Chen et al. 2012b). How-
ever, instead of using uniform random numbers as in
other distributions (e.g. EXP and GAM distributions),
the SN distribution generates daily precipitation
amounts based on normally distributed random num-
bers. Thus, it results in negative precipitation events
when the skewness coefficient is >4.5 (Meyer 2011).
A range check (using a truncated distribution, for
example) is necessary to ensure that the daily precip-
itation amount is positive. The range check usually
affects the characteristics of small precipitation
events and may result in a slight overestimation of
the mean precipitation amount.

Since single distributions were found to inade-
quately reproduce the entire range of daily precipi-
tation, compound distributions were used to simu-
late daily precipitation amounts (Wilks 1999b,
Furrer & Katz 2008, Li et al. 2012). Two-component
distributions were usually used: one for simulating
the bulk of precipitation distribution and the other
for simulating the upper tail. The 3-parameter
MEXP distribution is one of the most typical 2-com-
ponent compound distributions, with one EXP dis-
tribution for simulating the bulk and the other for
simulating the upper tail (Wilks 1999b, Schoof et al.
2005, Liu et al. 2011, Schoof 2008, Chen et al.
2012b). The MEXP distribution is generally superior
to single distributions at simulating the upper tail of
daily precipitation distribution, as well as other
precipitation characteristics. However, extreme pre-
cipitation events are still somewhat underestimated
for some cases. For example, Wilks (1999b) showed
that, even though the MEXP distribution is consis-
tently better than the common-α GAM and the
independent and identically distributed GAM dis-
tributions at simulating extreme precipitation, the
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negative bias of the generated largest precipitation
is still >10 mm over a combination of 12 months
and 30 stations. The generalized Pareto (GP) distri-
bution is usually used to simulate extreme precipi-
tation events and has shown a reasonable perform-
ance (Van Montfort & Witter 1986, Li et al. 2005).
Thus, it has often been combined with other single
distributions to simulate the entire range of daily
precipitation. For example, Furrer & Katz (2008)
proposed a compound distribution combining the
GAM and GP distributions (GAMP) to improve the
simulation of extreme precipitation events. The
performance of this model was further assessed by
comparing the simulations with a GAM distribution
and the stretched exponential model. The results
showed that none of the distributions completely
resolved the problem of producing ex treme precip-
itation; however, GAMP was consistently superior
to the other 2 models. The dynamic compound of
GAM and GP distributions was also applied by Li
et al. (2012) and compared to other distributions.
However, the high complexity of this distribution (6
parameters) limits its implementation in practice. Li
et al. (2012) proposed a 3-parameter hybrid proba-
bility distribution to model the full spectrum of
daily precipitation amounts. The low-to-moderate
precipitation was simulated using the EXP distribu-
tion, and the heavy-to-extreme precipitation was
simulated using the GP distribution. The hybrid
EXP and GP distribution (EXPP) is relative easy to
implement and was adequate at capturing both the
bulk and the tail of the daily precipitation amount.
This distribution was evaluated in the state of
Texas using 48 stations (Li et al. 2012). A further
evaluation across a wide range of climate regions
may be necessary.

Semi-parametric and nonparametric distributions
have also been used to simulate the daily precipita-
tion amount in several studies (Semenov et al. 1998,
Semenov & Barrow 2002, Mehrotra & Sharma
2007a,b). However, they were used much less fre-
quently than the parametric distributions, due to
their complicated structures. A typical implementa-
tion of the semi-empirical distribution is the one used
by LARS-WG (Semenov et al. 1998, Semenov & Bar-
row 2002, Semenov 2008), based on a histogram with
10 intervals. Random values from the semi-empirical
distributions were chosen by first selecting one of the
intervals and then selecting a value within that inter-
val from the uniform distribution. The semi-empirical
distribution is flexible enough to closely fit any shape
of distribution. However, many more parameters
need to be estimated during the calibration process

than for parametric distributions. For example, for
the semi-empirical distribution used by LARS-WG,
21 parameters have to be fitted with 11 values denot-
ing the interval bounds and 10 values indicating the
number of events within each interval. A longer
observed time series is thus required to estimate all
these parameters (Soltani & Hoogenboom 2003),
which greatly increases the complexity of using this
distribution for climate change impact studies. More-
over, when using the parametric distribution, the
noise of the observed data is smoothed out, and the
sound interpolation and extrapolation abilities of
parametric distributions allow extreme values out-
side the range of the observed data to be simulated
(Semenov et al. 1998).

Unlike the parametric methods based on assuming
the shape of the underlying probability density, non-
parametric methods use the entire observed record
to characterize the probability density function
(PDF). The underlying concept of a nonparametric
distribution is the same as that of the histogram:
counting the relative frequency of the data lying in a
local neighborhood about the point of estimation.
Most nonparametric density estimators can be ex -
pressed as a kernel density estimation (KDE)
(Sharma et al. 1997). With kernel methods, the neigh-
borhood depends on the extent of the kernel func-
tions (smoothing functions, such as a Gaussian PDF,
centered at each sample observation) (Sharma & Lall
1999). The KDE is able to reproduce the key rainfall
statistics fairly accurately at the daily scale as well as
at longer timescales (Sharma & Lall 1999, Mehrotra &
Sharma 2007a,b). However, due to their complicated
structure, nonparametric distributions are not as fre-
quently used as parametric probability distributions
incorporated into weather generators for climate
change impact studies. The choice of either distri -
bution category generally depends on the study
objective.

Overall, the following 3 conclusions can be drawn
from the above review of stochastic weather genera-
tors in terms of the generation of daily precipitation
amounts: (1) Single distributions, in particular the
EXP, GAM and SN distributions, are the ones most
widely used to simulate daily precipitation amounts
and are able to reproduce the main characteristics of
daily precipitation. However, they generally poorly
represent the upper tail of precipitation distribution.
(2) The 3-parameter MEXP is one of the most widely
used compound distributions for simulating the daily
precipitation amount. Compound distributions gen-
erally perform better than single distributions at rep-
resenting the extreme precipitation events. How-
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ever, they often suffer from complicated structures,
such as a large number of parameters and a complex
distribution function. (3) A few studies used semi-
parametric and nonparametric distributions to simu-
late daily precipitation amounts. These distributions
are generally superior to parametric distributions at
reproducing the main characteristics of the observed
precipitation amounts. However, their complicated
structures partly restrict their application to climate
change impact studies. Another potential drawback
of semi-parametric and non-parametric distributions
is their poor ability to extrapolate the upper tail of
precipitation distribution. Thus, they may not be able
to properly represent extreme precipitation events,
especially under climate change conditions.

3.  METHODS

3.1.  Study area and dataset

A total of 35 stations dispersed across 5 continents
(20 countries) selected from different climate zones
based on the Köppen climate classification (Kottek et
al. 2006) were used in the present study (Fig. 1). The
35 stations cover a large range of climate types, from
polar to tropical, continental to oceanic and rainforest
to desert. Table 1 presents the basic information in -

cluding the location, record of time series, mean
annual precipitation and maximum daily precipita-
tion for all 35 stations. The mean annual precipitation
varies from 65.4 mm (Alger-Dar el Beida in Algeria)
to 3400.3 mm (Legaspi in the Philippines) with regis-
tered daily maximum precipitation values of 13.7 and
485.0 mm, respectively, which adequately represents
the global climate variability.

The daily precipitation time series were obtained
from the Global Historical Climatology Network
Daily (www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/ghcn-daily/),
an integrated database of daily climate summaries
from land surface stations across the globe (Klein
Tank et al. 2002). The time series were carefully se -
lected. All the time series are >30 yr; the longest time
series is up to 145 yr.

3.2.  Eight precipitation models

The performance of 8 models with different levels
of complexity was compared with respect to simulat-
ing the daily precipitation amount for all 35 stations.
Since all the models have been used in previous
studies, Table 2 only presents their names, abbrevia-
tions and the number of their parameters. More
details of each model, such as the PDF and cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF), can be found in the
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Geiger climate classification (Kottek et al. 2006)
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corresponding references listed in Table 2. The 8
models can be classified as based on a parametric
distribution (EXP, GAM, WBL, SN, MEXP, EXPP and
GAMP) or nonparametric distribution (KDE). The 7
parametric distributions can further be classified into
4 single distributions (EXP, GAM, WBL and SN) and
3 compound distributions (MEXP, EXPP and GAMP)
with the number of parameters ranging between 1
and 4.

3.3.  Generation process

The daily precipitation is generated using a 2-part
model to generate the precipitation occurrence and
amount. Parameters of both occurrence and amount
models are estimated separately for each month. The
precipitation occurrence is first generated using the
first-order, 2-state Markov chain. The probability of
precipitation occurrence on a given day is based on

194

Continent            Country          Station name                 Latitude   Longitude   Record of daily   Mean annual  Maximum daily 
                                                                                            (°N/°S)       (°E/°W)        precipitation      precipitation     precipitation 
                                                                                                                                                                     (mm)                  (mm)

Europe                UK                  Armagh                            54.35          −6.65      1865−2009 (145)           829.1                  78.3
                                                    Durham                            54.77          −1.57      1880−1998 (119)           645.5                  87.8

                            Spain              Albacete Los Llanos        38.95          −1.86      1940−2010 (71)             360.2                146.6
                                                    Barcelona/Aeropuerto    41.29            2.07      1940−2010 (71)             594.4                186.7

                            France            Rennes                              48.07          −1.73      1928−2010 (83)             674.1                  82.6

                            Finland           Sodankyla                        67.37          26.65      1910−2004 (95)             506.3                  48.2

                            Russia             Moscow                            55.83          37.62      1949−2005 (57)             674.8                  62.5
                                                    Irkutsk                              52.27        104.35      1883−2005 (123)           429.6                114.2
                                                    Vladivostok                      43.80        131.93      1917−2005 (89)             792.1                178.1
                                                    Jakutsk                             62.02        129.72      1894−2006 (113)           213.5                  48.5

Australia             Australia        Cataract Dam                 −34.27        150.80      1907−2006 (100)         1067.4                343.2
                                                    Port Macquarie              −31.44        152.86      1871−2008 (138)         1506.2                298.2
                                                    Broome Airport              −17.95        122.24      1941−2100 (70)             601.9                476.6
                                                    Cape Leeuwin               −34.37        115.14      1907−2010 (104)           977.0                174.0

North America    Canada           Resolute Cars                   74.72        −94.98      1948−2009 (62)             149.0                  35.0
                                                    Ottawa                              45.41        −75.70      1891−2008 (118)           882.0                108.6
                                                    Barlerville                         53.10      −121.50      1900−2009 (110)           446.5                  55.4

                            USA                Brenham                           30.16        −96.40      1902−2008 (107)         1056.8                263.7
                                                    Fort Pierce                        27.46        −80.35      1909−2008 (100)         1338.1                307.6
                                                    Sacramento Ap Asos       38.51      −121.50      1948−2010 (63)             450.0                  95.8

South America    Brazil              Campinas                       −22.83        −47.00      1890−2010 (121)         1395.9                144.7
                                                    Salvador                         −13.02        −38.52      1930−1967 (38)           1986.7                208.4

                            Columbia       Pasto                                   1.42        −77.27      1962−1998 (37)           1246.7                  95.0

Africa                  Algeria           Alger-Dar el Beida          36.72            3.25      1964−2010 (67)               65.4                  13.7

                            Sudan             Port Sudan                       19.58          37.22      1958−1990 (33)               77.0                  61.0

                            Kenya             Mombasa                         −4.03          39.62      1957−1997 (41)           1163.5                233.0

                            Namibia         Windhoek                       −22.57          17.10      1913−2003 (91)             357.5                  86.0

                            South Africa   George airport               −34.02          22.38      1878−1984 (107)           873.6                208.3

Asia                     India               New Delhi/Safdarjun      28.58          77.20      1901−1970 (70)             688.6                285.2

                            Philippines     Legaspi                             13.13        123.73      1951−2000 (50)           3400.3                485.0

                            Japan              Nagasaki                          32.73        129.87      1965−2010 (46)           1960.4                448.0

                            China             Xi’an                                 34.30        108.93      1951−2001 (51)             570.4                110.7
                                                    Beijing                              23.17        113.33      1951−2005 (55)             597.6                244.2
                                                    Guangzhou                      39.93        116.28      1952−2005 (54)           1725.9                284.9
                                                    Lhasa                                29.67          91.13      1956−2006 (51)             442.1                  41.6

Table 1. Location, record period, mean annual precipitation and maximum daily precipitation for all 35 stations. Parentheses: 
no. of years
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the wet or dry status of the previous day, which can
be defined in terms of the 2 conditional transition
probabilities: a wet day following a dry day and a wet
day following a wet day. If a random number drawn
from the uniform distribution for each day is less than
the precipitation probability for the given previous
status, a precipitation event is predicted. For a pre-
dicted rain day, the precipitation amount is gener-
ated using the 8 different models. Even though the
present study focuses on the evaluation of different
models for generating precipitation amounts, the
Markov chain to model the occurrence process is
nonetheless needed to produce meaningful aggre-
gated rainfall amounts at the monthly and yearly lev-
els. To avoid the possible bias resulting from the
Markov chain process, the exact same occurrence
time series was used by all 8 models to generate the
daily precipitation amounts.

Daily precipitation time series of 600 yr are gener-
ated for each model. Long time series are used to
obtain the true expectancy of a weather generator.
Short time series could result in biases due to the ran-
dom nature of the stochastic process (Chen et al.
2012a). The precipitation amount of 0.1 mm is used
as a threshold to determine whether a given day is
wet or dry. The parameters (mean, standard devia-
tion and skew coefficient) of the SN distribution are
estimated using the method of moments for each
month. However, parameters of the other 6 probabil-
ity distributions are estimated using the maximum
likelihood method at the monthly basis.

During the generation process, a random number
control must be conducted for SN, EXPP and GAPP
distributions to avoid outlier values. For example,
with the SN distribution, it is possible to generate
negative values when the absolute skewness coeffi-

cient is >4.5 (Meyer 2011). A truncated distribution
was used in our study to ensure that the daily precip-
itation is always positive.

In contrast, when the GP distribution is used to sim-
ulate the tail of the daily precipitation distribution,
such as in the EXPP and GAMP distributions, a few
cases of extremely high values could be generated.
As Li et al. (2013) pointed out, this occurs because
‘the tail index of the Pareto component is usually
forced to be positive to meet the heavy-tailed nature
of daily rainfall amounts. The PDF of a GP distribu-
tion with a positive tail index slowly varies at infinity
(Feller 1968), which means that high quantiles (e.g.
0.9999+) would be very large.’ In the present study,
unreasonably large values were screened out using a
threshold of the probable maximum precipitation
(PMP). For a given station, PMP values were first
estimated based on Chow’s (1951) general frequency
equations (Eqs. 1 & 2) (Casas et al. 2011) for each cal-
endar month.

(1)

(2)

where Xm, and σn are the highest, mean and stan-
dard deviation, respectively, for a series of n annual
maximum rainfall values of a given duration; and
σn–1 are the mean and standard deviation, re spec tive -
ly, for this series excluding the highest value from the
series; and km is a frequency factor. The CDF of the
PMP values were then calculated for each month and
station. The daily precipitation for that month is then
generated based on uniformly distributed random
numbers between 0 and the corresponded quantile of
PMP rather than between 0 and 1.

PMP X kn m n= + σ

1

1
k

X X
m

m n

n
= −

σ
−

−

Xn

1Xn−
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ID        Distribution                                                        Abbreviation         Number of            Reference
                                                                                                                       Parameters

1           Exponential                                                               EXP                        1                    Todorovic & Woolhiser (1975)

2           Gamma                                                                     GAM                       2                    Ison et al. (1971), Richardson &
Wright (1984)

3           Weibull                                                                      WBL                        2                    Stöckle et al. (1999)

4           Skewed normal                                                          SN                         3                    Nicks & Gander (1994)

5           Mixed exponential                                                  MEXP                      3                    Woolhiser & Roldán (1982),
Wilks (1999b)

6           Hybrid exponential and generalized Pareto          EXPP                       3                    Li et al. (2012)

7           Hybrid gamma and generalized Pareto                GAMP                      4                    Vrac & Naveau (2007), Li et al.
(2012)

8           Kernel density estimation                                        KDE            Nonparametric,       Sharma et al. (1997), Mehrotra & 
                                                                                                                 Gaussian kernels       Sharma (2007a,b)

Table 2. Selected 8 models for generating daily precipitation amounts
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With the KDE, the model also generates negative
precipitation for a few cases, when the density is
allowed to extend over the entire range, because the
left tail of the empirical distribution may be <0. This
problem is avoided by adjusting the bandwidth of the
kernel-smoothing window. Specifically, negative val-
ues were avoided by adjusting the bandwidth of the
kernel-smoothing window. If the negative values
exceeded 5‰ of all the generated precipitation
events, a lower value of bandwidth (e.g. half of the
normal) was used to re-generate the daily precipita-
tion time series. After doing this, if the negative val-
ues still exceeded 5‰, an even smaller bandwidth
(e.g. one-fourth) was used. After these 2 iterations, if
negative values still existed, the random numbers
were re-generated, and the same procedure was
applied. Once negative values were below 5‰, they
were simply replaced by the lowest value of daily
precipitation (e.g. 0.1 in the present study). These
steps are reasonable because the KDE has very lim-
ited capacity for extrapolating extreme (both low and
high) values. Even though negative values do exist,
they are very close to zero.

3.4.  Statistical analysis

Daily, monthly and annual precipitation amounts
generated using 8 models are compared with respect
to reproducing the observed precipitation statistics,
including the mean, standard deviation, overall
 distribution and extreme values. The relative error
(RE), computed as the difference between generated
and observed values divided by observed values, is
also presented. The mean absolute relative error
(MARE) is used as a criterion to evaluate different
models with respect to reproducing the daily,
monthly and annual mean precipitation. The squared
ranks test (Conover 1999), applicable to any type of
distribution, is used to test the equality of the stan-
dard deviation of observed and generated time
series. A nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S)
test is used to test the equality of the 2 population dis-
tributions of ob served and generated data. The K-S
test statistic (distance D), which is the maximum
absolute deviation between 2 samples of empirical
distribution functions, is also presented. All the tests
are 2-tailed with a significance level of p = 0.05. It
should be noted that when the sample size is very
large, those statistical tests become excessively strin-
gent. Thus, it may not be appropriate to evaluate a
specific model based on only the significance level.
Selected percentiles (15th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 95th and

99th) of daily precipitation are calculated for all 12
months and 35 stations. The 15th, 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles represent the distribution of the light and
medium precipitation, and the 95th and 99th per-
centiles represent the distribution of the heavy and
extreme precipitation events.

The preservation of the low-frequency variability
and the representation of heavy and extreme precip-
itation are 2 important criteria for assessing the abil-
ity of a weather generator to simulate the daily pre-
cipitation amount. The variance overdispersion (VO)
(Wilks 1999b), computed from the difference be -
tween the variance of observed and generated pre-
cipitation divided by that of the generated precipita-
tion, is calculated to quantify the monthly and
inter-annual variability. The reproduction of the an -
nual maximum daily precipitation is evaluated using
frequency analysis with 15, 50, 100 and 200 yr return
periods. To obtain the return periods, the annual
maximum daily precipitation was modeled using the
generalized extreme value distribution (Coles 2001).

4.  RESULTS

4.1.  General characteristics of the generated
precipitation

4.1.1.  Mean precipitation

Fig. 2 and Figs. S1 & S2 (in the Supplement) show
the scatter plots of the observed daily (precipitation
amount [H] ≥ 0.1 mm), monthly and annual precipita-
tion vs. the generated counterpart, respectively, for
all 8 precipitation models and 35 stations. All 8 mod-
els reasonably reproduce the mean of the daily,
monthly and annual precipitation, as indicated by the
fact that all precipitation values are close to the 1:1
lines. The MAREs range be tween 0.51 and 4.2% for
daily precipitation and be tween 3.67 and 8.09% for
both monthly and annual precipitation. The com-
pound and nonparametric distributions do not show
any advantage at producing mean precipitation; in
fact, they are even slightly worse than the single dis-
tributions for some stations. However, the overall
performance is quite good for all the models.

4.1.2.  Standard deviation of precipitation

The commonly used EXP and GAM distributions
considerably underestimate the standard deviation
of daily precipitation (H ≥ 0.1 mm), followed by the
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WBL distribution, with VOs of 99.2, 40.7 and 21.3%
(Fig. 3), respectively, implying these 3 single distri-
butions underestimate the high-frequency variability
of precipitation. However, the 3-parameter SN distri-
bution consistently shows a much better performance
with a VO of 5.1%, indicating the improved perform-
ance by including 1 additional parameter. The other
reason may be the different method used to estimate
model parameters. The maximum likelihood esti-
mates for the GAM distribution generally tend to
underestimate the variance, while the variance could
be reproduced when using the method of moments.
The compound distributions are consistently better
than the single distributions (with the exception of
the SN distribution) at preserving the high-frequency
variability of precipitation. In particular, the GAMP
distribution slightly overestimates the standard devi-
ation of daily precipitation, with a VO of −8.8%. The
KDE is superior to all parametric distributions with its
VO of −0.2%. The squared ranks test used to test the
equality of the standard deviation between observed
and generated time series further proves these con-
clusions.

All 8 models underestimate the standard deviation
of monthly and annual precipitation as indicated by
the scatter plots and VO in Figs. S3 & S4, implying
that all models underestimate the low-frequency

variability of precipitation. The 1-parameter EXP and
2-parameter GAM distributions are consistently
worse than all the others. Even though WBL is also a
2-parameter single distribution, it consistently per-
forms better than the 2-parameter GAM distribution.
The 3-parameter SN distribution performs better
than the other 3 single distributions — even better
than the compound distributions for same cases. The
KDE consistently shows the best performance at pre-
serving the low-frequency variability of precipita-
tion. The squared ranks test testifies to the EXP dis-
tribution’s ranking as the worst performance,
followed by the GAM distribution (Table 3). The SN
and MEXP distributions out-perform the other para-
metric distributions. The KDE consistently performs
better than all of the parametric distributions. How-
ever, there are still significant differences between
ob served and generated data for 25 of the 35 stations
and 215 of the 420 station-month combinations.

4.1.3.  Distribution of precipitation

Scatter plots between generated and observed per-
centiles (15th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 95th and 99th,
denoted by Q15, Q25, Q50, Q75, Q95 and Q99, re -
spectively) of daily precipitation are presented in
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Fig. 4 to represent the overall distribution of daily
precipitation (H ≥ 0.1 mm). For convenience, the 6
percentiles are classified into 3 groups, with Q15 and
Q25 representing light precipitation, Q50 and Q75
representing medium precipitation and Q95 and Q99
representing heavy precipitation. The EXP distribu-
tion overestimates the percentiles of light precipita-
tion and underestimates the percentiles of heavy pre-
cipitation, with mean relative errors (MREs) of 118.6
and −29.8% for Q15 and Q99, respectively, across all
station-month combinations. The percentiles of
medium precipitation are also somewhat overesti-
mated. The overestimation of the light and medium
precipitation and the underestimation of the heavy
precipitation (Fig. 4) explain the reasonable repro-
duction of the mean precipitation (Fig. 2). GAM is
much better than the EXP distribution at represent-
ing the distribution of daily precipitation. However,

the light and medium precipitation (Q25 and Q50)
are still somewhat overestimated, with MREs of 29.7
and 31.2%, while the heavy precipitation (Q95 and
Q99) is underestimated, with MREs of −8.7 and
−18.7%, respectively, across all station-month com-
binations. Even though WBL is also a 2-parameter
distribution, it is consistently better than the 2-para-
meter GAM distribution at representing the overall
distribution of daily precipitation, although WBL still
underestimates the heavy precipitation with MREs of
−6.5 and −11.4% for Q95 and Q99, respectively. The
SN distribution considerably overestimates the per-
centiles of light precipitation, a consequence of the
range check that ensures that daily precipitation is
not negative. However, the percentiles of medium
and heavy precipitation are well reproduced by SN.
In particular, Q99 is very reasonably reproduced
with MREs of −3.4% across all station-month combi-
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Fig. 3. Standard deviation (SD) of observed vs. modeled daily precipitation from 8 models for all 35 stations. VO: variance 
overdispersion

Source                               EXP             GAM             WBL               SN             MEXP           EXPP           GAMP            KDE

Daily precip > 0.1 mm     97.1               68.6               88.6               88.6               42.9               91.4             100.00             97.1
Daily precip > 5 mm      100.00           100.00             82.9               57.1               45.7               88.6               88.6               22.9
Monthly precip                 82.4               70.7               65.7               61.2               54.3               71.0               61.7               51.2
Annual precip                  97.1               91.4               85.7               80.0               80.0               91.4               85.7               77.1

Table 3. Percentage of stations (total of 35) for daily and annual precipitation, and the station-month combinations (35 × 12 = 
420) for monthly precipitation that rejected the squared ranks tests at the p = 0.05 level
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nations, indicating that the single SN distribution is
able to appropriately represent heavy to extreme
precipitation events. This is in line with the study of
Chen et al. (2009), who assessed the performance of
CLIGEN for the Loess Plateau of China. The com-
pound distributions (MEXP, EXPP and GAMP) are
consistently better than the single distributions at
representing the upper tail of the distribution. In
 particular, the hybrid distributions using the GP dis-
tribution to simulate the upper tail of daily precipita-
tion distribution (EXPP and GAMP) are consistently
better than the MEXP distribution at simulating
heavy precipitation. As expected, the nonparametric
KDE, having no fixed structure and depending upon
all the data points to reach an estimate, is consis-
tently better than all the parametric distributions at
representing the entire distribution of the observed
daily precipitation.

The K-S test is further used to test the similarity
of the 2 population distributions of observed and
generated daily, monthly and annual precipitation
(Table 4). Due to the large generated sample size, the
null hypothesis that the 2 samples (observed and
generated daily precipitation) are from the same
population is rejected for all 8 models and 35 stations
at the p = 0.05 level when the precipitation threshold
is set to 0.1 mm. Thus, the mean value of the K-S sta-
tistic D, which is the maximum absolute deviation be -
tween the 2 empirical distributions, is also presented
in Table 4 to show the different performance of each
model. In terms of the mean value of the K-S statistic,
the KDE performs better than all other models, and
the EXP distribution shows the worst performance,
followed by the SN distribution. The compound dis-
tributions generally perform better than the single
models. However, when the precipitation threshold
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is set to 5 mm, the SN distribution is consistently bet-
ter than all the other single distributions. This occurs
because SN overestimates the light precipitation,
due to the range check.

The EXP distribution is the worst at representing
the distribution of monthly precipitation, with a sig-
nificant difference between observed and generated
monthly precipitation for 157 of 420 station-month
combinations at p = 0.05. The compound distribu-
tions (except for the EXPP distribution) are slightly
better than the other single distributions (EXP, GAM
and WBL) at preserving the distribution of observed
monthly precipitation with respect to the K-S tests.
Again, the EXP distribution shows the worst per-
formance at representing the distribution of observed
annual precipitation, with significant differences
between generated and observed data for 27 of 35
stations. However, a similar performance is observed
for all the other single distributions and for all of the
compound distributions. The nonparametric KDE is
consistently better than the parametric distribution,
even though there are significant differences be -
tween the generated and observed data for 17 of 35
stations.

4.2.  Extreme precipitation characteristics

The accurate representation of extreme precipita-
tion is one of the most important characteristics for a
stochastic precipitation generator, especially when
it is used for hydrological simulations. Hydrological
disasters, such as floods and severe soil erosion, are
generally due to a few extreme precipitation events.
The performance of 8 different models is further
evaluated with respect to reproducing extreme pre-
cipitation. In contrast to previous sections that cali-
brated all 8 amount models based on entire precipi-

tation time series, the analysis of extreme precipita-
tion was based on an out-of-sample evaluation.
Specifically, the entire historical time series was
divided into 2 halves for each station. The first half
was used to calibrate the model and then generate a
time series of 600 yr. The generated time series was
then compared with the observed data of the
second half with respect to reproducing the extreme
values. Fig. 5 presents the frequency analysis for
annual maximum daily precipitation with return
periods of 15, 50, 100 and 200 yr. The EXP distribu-
tion consistently underestimates the extreme daily
precipitation for all re turn periods and stations. The
MREs of extreme daily precipitation range between
−49.4 and −40.8% across all 35 stations. The 2-para-
meter GAM performs better than the EXP distribu-
tion, with MREs ranging between −36.0 and −27.2%
across all 35 stations. WBL also underestimates the
extreme precipitation for all return periods. How-
ever, it is consistently better than the EXP and GAM
distributions, with MREs ranging between −17.4
and −13.1% across all 35 stations. The SN distribu-
tion reproduces the extreme daily precipitation rea-
sonably well for all return periods and is consistently
better than all other parametric distributions in
terms of the MRE.

The MEXP distribution is better than the single
EXP and GAM distributions at simulating heavy pre-
cipitation. However, it still considerably underesti-
mates the extreme daily precipitation, with MREs
ranging between −23.5 and −15.1% across all 35 sta-
tions, which is even slightly worse than the WBL dis-
tribution. This indicates that the EXP distribution
combined with the MEXP is still not adequate to sim-
ulate the upper tail of the daily precipitation distribu-
tion. EXPP and GAMP are consistently better than
the MEXP distribution, indicating that the GP distri-
bution is more appropriate than the EXP distribution

200

          Daily precip > 0.1 mm       Daily precip > 5 mm Monthly precip       Annual precip
                            %               D                           %               D                           %               D                           %               D

EXP                   100.0         0.153                       97.1           0.110                       37.4           0.156                       77.1           0.221
GAM                 100.0         0.086                       85.7           0.061                       26.0           0.138                       57.1           0.195
WBL                  100.0         0.081                       82.9           0.057                       21.4           0.129                       62.9           0.201
SN                     100.0         0.113                       71.4           0.054                       17.1           0.130                       60.0           0.209
MEXP               100.0         0.073                       74.3           0.055                       16.2           0.121                       57.1           0.186
EXPP                 100.0         0.083                       82.9           0.064                       26.0           0.123                       62.9           0.197
GAMP               100.0         0.079                       91.4           0.057                       16.9           0.128                       71.4           0.198
KDE                   100.0         0.056                       48.6           0.054                       14.0           0.117                       40.0           0.176

Table 4. Percentage of stations (35) for daily and annual precipitation, and the station-month combinations (35 × 12 = 420) for
monthly precipitation that rejected the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests at the p = 0.05 level. The K-S test statistics (D) are also 

presented
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at simulating the upper tail of the daily precipitation
distribution. The KDE simulates the extreme precipi-
tation reasonably well for all return periods and sta-
tions and is even consistently better than the com-
pound distributions. However, this does not mean
that the KDE is the best choice to simulate extreme
precipitation. The good performance of the KDE may
be because of the similarity of extreme precipitation
pattern for 2 divided periods. The KDE performs ac -
curately at the first period and can also perform rea-
sonably at the second period. The other reason is
probably because of long precipitation time series
used for all stations. There are a large number of
extreme values to cover the entire upper tail of the
daily precipitation distribution, even only using a
half period. However, for other studies that need to
use the precipitation model to generate new ex -
tremes (e.g. climate change impact studies), the KDE
may not be appropriate due to its limited capability of
extrapolation. This will be discussed in detail in the
next section.

5.  DISCUSSION

Several precipitation models have been developed
and applied to simulate daily precipitation amounts,
and their performance under various climate condi-
tions needs to be assessed. The present study evalu-
ates the performance of 8 precipitation models with
different levels of complexity over 35 stations
throughout the world. Prior to comparing these 8
models, the precipitation generators were first re -
viewed with respect to the generation of daily precip-
itation amounts. The 8 precipitation models were
then compared in terms of how their results com-
pared to observed precipitation characteristics in -
cluding the mean, standard deviation, overall distri-
bution and extreme.

All the distributions reasonably reproduce precipi-
tation at daily, monthly and annual scales. However,
both EXP and GAM considerably underestimate the
standard deviation of daily precipitation, indicating
that these 2 distributions substantially underestimate
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the high-frequency variability of precipitation. The 2-
parameter WBL also underestimates the high-fre-
quency variability of precipitation but is much better
than the EXP and GAM distributions. The single SN
distribution is consistently better than all the other
single distributions. This is because the inclusion of
additional parameters increases the model’s flexi -
bility. The other reason may be due to the different
method (method of moment vs. maximum likelihood)
used to estimate model parameters. The method of
moment has advantages for reproducing the standard
deviation for precipitation. With the increase in com-
plexity, the compound distributions generally perform
better than the single distributions for preserving the
high-frequency variability, with the ex ception of SN.
The KDE consistently shows the best performance.
Additionally, all the models underestimate the low-
frequency variability of precipitation because they do
not specifically take into ac count the low-frequency
component of climate variability. However, by in-
creasing the model’s complexity, the preservation of
low-frequency variability is remarkably improved.
The 3-parameter SN distribution is better than all the
other single distributions and is even better than the
compound distributions for some cases. The KDE gen-
erally shows the best performance. It should be noted
that the distribution type itself can alleviate the prob-
lem of overdispersion but cannot properly remove it
(Wilks 1999b). As mentioned earlier, simplifying the
assumptions of stationary models cannot fully repro-
duce the variability of a nonstationary climate. More-
over, the loss of low-frequency variability is a com-
bined effect of occurrence dispersion and amount
dispersion. Ac cording to Wilks (1999b), the first-order
Markov chain used to generate the precipitation oc-
currence also underestimated the inter-annual vari-
ability of precipitation. Katz & Parlange (1998) consid-
ered the variance decomposition in terms of different
aspects of the occurrence and amount processes.
However, the exact same time series of precipitation
occurrence was used by all 8 models to generate daily
precipitation amounts. It can be expected that the
shortcoming of the first-order Markov chain has the
same effect on variability in amount models at both
short and long time scales.

Furthermore, it is acknowledged that the nature of
the generated daily precipitation series depends not
only on the distribution models used for generating
precipitation amounts but also on the occurrence
models for generating precipitation occurrence. It
may be more reasonable to evaluate different distri-
bution models independently from the occurrence
process. A goodness-of-fit analysis could then be per-

formed for each candidate distribution against obser-
vations of wet-day precipitation only. In this analysis,
it would probably be found that the distribution fam-
ily with better goodness-of-fit may not necessarily
have better performance in generating precipitation
series in the sense of resolving observed statistics.
The most likely reason would be the structure of the
stochastic weather generator. However, the present
study compares different distribution models for gen-
erating precipitation amounts not only at the daily
scale but also at monthly and annual scales, includ-
ing the mean values of monthly and annual precipi-
tation and their low-frequency variability. The Mar -
kov chain to model the occurrence process is
necessary to produce meaningful aggregated precip-
itation amounts at the monthly and yearly level.
Moreover, the exact same precipitation occurrence
series were used by all 8 distribution models when
generating precipitation amounts in the present
study. Accordingly, the occurrence model is ex -
pected to have the same effect on all of the generated
precipitation time series.

With the exception of SN, all the other single distri-
butions underestimate the heavy precipitation. How-
ever, the heavy precipitation is reasonably repro-
duced by SN, even though the light precipitation
(Q15) is somewhat overestimated. Although the ran-
dom number control slightly affects the reproduction
of light precipitation, the reproduction of the heavy
and extreme precipitation is of much greater impor-
tance than that of the light precipitation for practical
applications. In particular, for hydrological studies,
we often only focus on hydrological disasters result-
ing from several extreme precipitation events. The
compound distributions are generally better than the
single distributions at representing the daily precipi-
tation distribution. This is a logical outcome since the
compound distribution specifically takes the entire
range of precipitation distribution into account, not
just the bulk. However, the 99th percentile of daily
precipitation is still somewhat underestimated by
MEXP, which indicates that the increase of one EXP
distribution is still not enough to represent the upper
tail of the daily precipitation distribution. Additional
EXP components may further improve the perform-
ance of the compound distribution in simulating the
entire range of daily precipitation distribution. How-
ever, that would require more parameters to be esti-
mated, which could result in worse representation of
the other statistics as well as more requirements for
the observed time series. The GP distribution used
with the EXPP and GAMP distributions is more ap -
propriate for representing the entire range of daily
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precipitation distributions. The nonparametric KDE
is consistently better than the parametric distribu-
tions at simulating the entire range of observed daily
precipitation amounts.

The squared ranks and K-S tests show large differ-
ences between the observed precipitation and that
generated using the 8 models at the daily, monthly
and annual scale for some stations (Tables 3 & 4).
This difference occurs partly because a long time
series was generated to minimize any bias resulting
from the random nature of the stochastic process.
With a very large sample size, the statistical tests be -
come excessively stringent (Zhang 2011). This is the
reason why the other criteria, such as scatter plots,
RE and VO, were also used to evaluate precipitation
models. However, the statistical tests are still useful
to compare the performance of the different models
since all of them were compared at the same level.
The shortcomings of the random number generator
may be another reason for the biased results. Ran-
dom number generators are usually far from perfect
at reproducing the target distribution. The generated
mean even diverges from the mean used to generate
it, regardless of the length of run (Meyer et al. 2007).

The annual maximum daily precipitation was ana -
lyzed using the frequency analysis method with 15,
50, 100 and 200 yr return periods. The single distribu-
tions considerably underestimate the ex treme precip-
itation, with the exception of the SN distribution. The
compound distribution of MEXP also underestimates
the heavy precipitation and is even slightly worse
than the WBL and SN distributions. The EXPP and
GAMP distributions are consistently better than the
single distributions, with the exception of SN. The SN
and KDE distributions show the best performance,
and there is no obvious difference be tween them. In
principal, the hybrid distributions, including the GP
component, are expected to be better than the SN dis-
tribution at representing extreme precipitation, since
the hybrid distributions specifically take into account
the upper tail of precipitation distributions, and it is
well known that the GP distribution can be good at
representing extreme precipitation events (Van Mont-
fort & Witter 1986, Li et al. 2005). The better perform-
ance of SN over the compound distributions may be
partly due to different methods for parameter estima-
tions since the method of moment usually performs
better than the maximum likelihood at reproducing
the skewness for precipitation. Moreover, the strategy
used to screen the unreasonable values may also af-
fect the compound distributions for reproducing ex-
treme precipitation events. The GP-based distribu-
tions can generate a few ex tremely high values due to

the reason mentioned by Li et al. (2013). This gener-
ated extremely high value for one day may be several
times that of the observed annual summation and
make no physical sense. Keeping outliers in the gen-
erated time series would significantly affect the statis-
tical characteristics of the entire time series. Instead of
screening unreasonable values out with PMP, another
possibility would have been to include a penalty term
for very large precipitations to guide the maximum
likelihood estimation. However, there is no consensus
on how to determine the outliers.

The nonparametric KDE is consistently better than
the parametric distribution in terms of reproducing
the observed precipitation characteristics. This is as
expected, since the working machinery determines
the reasonable performance of the KDE. If one only
wants to reproduce historical attributes, nonparamet-
ric distribution may always be the best choice. In fact,
the KDE can be viewed as a compound distribution
with N (N is the sample size) components in theory.
The KDE can also be built with an exponential kernel
or a GAM kernel, which may give adequate perform-
ances as well. One of the attractions of para metric
distributions is their ability to extrapolate upper tails,
which is also one of the main advantages of using a
stochastic weather generator for impact studies.
However, the KDE has a very limited capacity for
extrapolation. This would be a problem when the
observed time series is short. Moreover, if the pur-
pose of using a stochastic weather generator is only
to exactly reproduce what was observed, one can
simply resample the historical records, e.g. with the
K-nearest neighboring bootstrapping approach. In
that case, the distributional properties of the simu-
lated time series would be exactly the same as those
of the observations. However, the main motivation
for using stochastic weather generators is to produce
climate ensembles to assess the impact of risk-
related climate events. From this point of view, the
use of a parametric distribution may be the better
choice, even though the KDE consistently shows the
best performance for reproducing the observed prop-
erties. Finally, to perform climate change impact
studies with the kernel method, the kernel regres-
sion is usually conducted between precipitation and
atmospheric predictors (Mehrotra & Sharma 2010).
However, it can be expected that the future climate is
very different from the recent past one. The kernel
method might not be appropriate to predict precipi-
tation under these altered climate conditions.

The performance of the precipitation models in
the present study is climate-dependent (results not
shown). Generally speaking, all the models perform
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better for the wet stations than for the dry stations be-
cause the wet stations have more data points to fit ro-
bust model parameter sets. For dry stations, especially
some African stations where the annual total precipi-
tation amount is <100 mm, only a few precipitation
events occur in a year, which greatly increases the
difficulty of optimizing the model parameters. For
these re gions, longer observed time series are
needed to calibrate a model. However, for these re-
gions, the observed time series are usually short. Ad-
ditionally, the daily precipitation in dry regions usu-
ally shows a similar, or even larger, temporal
variability than in wet regions, even though the total
annual precipitation is much less. For example, the
annual total precipitation in Southern China is a few
times that in Northeastern China; however, the latter
usually has extreme precipitation events similar to
those of the former, which often results in very severe
soil erosion, especially for the Loess Plateau. The
temporal variability also increases the difficulties in
estimating the robust model para meters, especially
for time series with a small sample size. Even worse,
the distribution of the observed precipitation may not
follow any single distribution pattern. For this case,
both compound and nonparametric distributions
would be better choices since they are more flexible
to fit the overall distribution, because the different
components are used to fit different precipitation
 levels. This may be one of the reasons why the com -
pound and nonparametric distributions are always
better than a single distribution at representing the
entire range of daily precipitation distribution. More-
over, among the 35 chosen stations, several experi-
ence snowfall during the winter. The precipi tation
models may perform differently for simulating rainfall
and snowfall, especially for extreme events. The sim-
plest EXP distribution may be appropriate for simu-
lating snowfall, even though it performs poorly for the
generation of precipitation. However, the colder sta-
tions also receive rainfall for several months. Adding
some snowfall events in the winter may not strongly
alter the daily precipitation distribution. Thus, snow-
fall- and rainfall-based stations were not separated in
the present study.

6.  CONCLUSION

The present study compares the performance of 8
models in generating daily precipitation amounts for
35 stations throughout the world. Prior to comparing
these models, previous studies on precipitation gen-
eration were reviewed. 

The following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) The mean precipitation at all daily, monthly and

annual scales is reasonably reproduced by all 8 mod-
els. The single distribution has a similar, even slightly
better, performance than compound distributions
with respect to reproducing the mean precipitation
amounts.

(2) The low-frequency variability of precipitation is
consistently underestimated by all 8 models because
none of them specifically take into account the low-
frequency component of climate variability. How-
ever, the compound distributions generally perform
better than the single distributions. The SN distribu-
tion is consistently better than all the other single dis-
tributions and is even slightly better than the com-
pound distributions. The KDE consistently displays
the best performance, even though overdispersion is
not completely removed.

(3) The single distributions, with the exception of
SN, perform worse than the compound distributions
at representing the upper tail of the daily precipita-
tion distribution. The 1-parameter EXP distribution
consistently gives the worst performance. The com-
pound distributions are consistently better than the
single distributions at representing the overall distri-
bution of the daily precipitation. In particular, the
GP-based compound distribution is better than the
EXP-based distribution for representing the upper
tail of the daily precipitation distribution. The non-
parametric KDE is consistently better than the para-
metric distributions, with the exception of SN, which
displays a performance similar to that of the KDE.

(4) In terms of the model performance, the non-
parametric distribution may be more appropriate for
generating long climate time series, especially if the
main concern is not risk-related climate events. How-
ever, the limited extrapolation ability of the KDE may
restrict its application in risk-related assessments,
even though it consistently gave the best perform-
ance. The compound distributions, especially the
GP-based distributions, may be more suitable for
generating long climate series to assess recent past
climate impacts, especially risk-related assessments.
However, they may not be appropriate to use for
future climate change impact studies, due to their
complicated structures.

(5) The single distributions are more suited for
incorporation into a weather generator for climate
change impact studies due to their structural simplic-
ity and especially because fewer parameters would
need to be adjusted. Additionally, the parameters of
the single distributions usually directly or indirectly
link to the first- or second-moment statistics of pre-
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cipitation. Thus, the modification of weather genera-
tor parameter based on climate information projected
by climate models is straightforward. This is espe-
cially true for the SN distribution, which has 3 param-
eters of mean, standard deviation and skewness
coefficient. All in all, the SN distribution would be
the first choice for climate change impact studies.
The WBL distribution may be the second choice, fol-
lowed by the GAM distribution. The use of the EXP
distribution should be avoided, especially for risk-
related assessment.
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